
Why Kids Like Some Holidays Better Than
Others: Unlocking the Secret to Year-Round
Excitement

Holidays are a time for joy, celebration, and family bonding. But why do
some holidays seem to resonate more with kids than others? What makes
Easter more exciting than Presidents' Day, or Halloween more thrilling than
Arbor Day?
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In this article, we'll explore the psychological and social factors that
influence how kids experience and rank different holidays. By
understanding these factors, parents and educators can create more
engaging and meaningful holiday experiences for their children.

The Importance of Autonomy and Control

One key factor that affects how kids feel about holidays is their level of
autonomy and control over the festivities. Kids are more likely to enjoy
holidays where they have a say in the activities, decorations, and traditions.

For example, kids love Halloween because it gives them a chance to dress
up in costumes, go trick-or-treating, and engage in other imaginative play.
They feel a sense of ownership and empowerment over the holiday, which
makes it more special for them.

In contrast, kids may be less enthusiastic about holidays that are more
structured and adult-oriented, such as Thanksgiving or Christmas. These
holidays often involve long family dinners, formal gatherings, and specific
traditions that kids may not enjoy or understand.

Sensory Experiences and Social Interaction
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Another factor that influences kids' preferences for holidays is the sensory
experiences and social interactions associated with each celebration.

Holidays that involve bright colors, sweet treats, and cheerful music, such
as Christmas and Easter, are often more appealing to kids than holidays
that are more subdued or focused on history or education.

Social interaction is also important for kids, and holidays provide an
opportunity to connect with friends and family. Holidays that involve group
activities, such as playing games, singing songs, or decorating together,
are more likely to be enjoyed by kids.

For example, New Year's Eve is a popular holiday for kids because it
involves staying up late, watching fireworks, and celebrating with friends
and family.

Personal Experiences and Cultural Influences

Personal experiences and cultural influences also play a role in how kids
feel about holidays.

Kids who have positive memories of a particular holiday are more likely to
enjoy it in the future. For example, if a child has fond memories of going to
the beach on Memorial Day, they may continue to enjoy the holiday
throughout their life.

Cultural influences also shape how kids experience holidays. Holidays that
are celebrated differently in different cultures may be perceived differently
by kids depending on their background.



For example, Diwali (the Indian festival of lights) may be particularly special
for Indian children, while Chinese New Year may be more meaningful for
Chinese children.

Maximizing Holiday Excitement for Kids

By understanding the factors that influence how kids experience holidays,
parents and educators can create more engaging and meaningful holiday
experiences for them.

Here are some tips:

Provide opportunities for autonomy and control. Let kids help plan
activities, choose decorations, and dress up in the costumes they like.

Incorporate sensory experiences and social interaction. Plan
activities that involve bright colors, sweet treats, and plenty of
opportunities for kids to play and socialize.

Create positive memories. Make holidays special by spending quality
time with your kids, engaging in enjoyable activities, and creating
lasting memories.

Respect cultural influences. If your child is from a different culture,
make an effort to learn about and celebrate their traditional holidays.

Promote year-round excitement. Don't limit holiday excitement to the
major holidays. Create special moments and memories throughout the
year by celebrating smaller holidays and milestones with your kids.

Holidays are a special time for kids and play an important role in their
development and well-being. By understanding the factors that influence



how kids experience and rank different holidays, we can create more
engaging and meaningful holiday experiences for them.

With a little planning and effort, we can make every holiday a time of joy,
celebration, and childhood wonder.
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